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noticed here. The new character unexpectedly brought to light is that 
of the position in the acorn of the five atrophied ovules as respects the 
seed, or kernel, which results from the fertilization of the sixth ovule, the 
only one which ever matures. eCandolle shows that the aborted ovules 
do not disappear as the fruit grows, but persist, just as they are well 
known to do in the Horse-chestnut and Buckeye, and that they may be 
found in the ripe acorn upon examination. It appears that the ovules in 

the seed. Moreover, all the Oaks which mature their fruit the first year. 
bear their atrophied ovules at the base of the seed, or at least below its 
middie. Oaks of biennial maturation are divided in this respect, some 

; having these ovules below, others above; but most of the North Amer- 

case of the two Cork Oaks, so in general, it is not coérdinated with other 
important differences, and therefore it serves merely to distinguish related 

anus 
group in which the ovules are inferior. ; 
_DeCandolle notices a peculiarity in the embryo of our Live Oak (Q. 

the Old World 
amined in this respect, apparently to determin 
of two ‘ 

could have little doubt; but we solicit fresh acorns of the coming season, 
posts. A. G, 

riation, Geographical Distribution, and 
Succession.— Etude sur UEspéce, & Voccasion d'une Revision de la Fam- 

Selle, and separately issued as a pamphlet. A less inspiring task cou 
hardly be assigned to a botani : ne 

Sent Quercus and its allies. The vast materials assembled under De- 
Candolle’s hands, while disheartening for their bulk, offered smal] hope 

novelty, The subject was both extremely trite and extremely difficult. 
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Happily it occurred to DeCandolle that an interest might be imparted to 
an onerous undertaking, and a work of necessity be turned to good ac- 
count for science, by studyi ing the Oaks in view of the question of Species, 

hat this term — ‘means, or should mean, in peg history, 

is 
“ae then in the progress of science se come to assume a new 
ful interest. Botany and Zoology, Geology, and what our piece feeling 
the want of a new term, proposes to name Epiontology, all lead up to 

and converge into this class * questions, while recent theories shape a 
point the discussion. So we look with eager interest to see what light 

the study of Oaks, by a very careful, experienced, and conservative bot- 
anist, particularly — with the geographical relations of plants, 
may throw sey the subjec 

The course of inv can in this instance does not differ from that or 
dinarily bcsdend by working botanists ; nor, indeed, are the theoretical con- 
clusions other than those to which a similar study of other orders mig! 
not have equally led. The Oaks afford a very good occasion for the dis 
eussion of questions which press upon our attention, and perhaps they 
offer peculiarly good materials on account of the number of fossil species, 

econceived notions about species being laid aside, the specimens in 
hand were distributed, according to their obvious resemblances, Ito 

groups of apparently identical or “nearly identical forms, which were sé¥ 

erally examined and compared. Where specimens were few, on 
countries little explored, the _— was easy, but the conclusions a OF 
be seen, of small value. The fewer the materials, 
hood of forms intermediate aeiee any two, and—what ge not ap , 
sd senties upon the old law-maxim as Sonenne ae are readily 
nough defined. Where, however, specimens abound, as in the case the 
the Oaks of Europe, of the Orient, and of the United Sates of which 

imens amounted to hundreds, collected at different ages, in va spec 
localities, by botanists of all sorts of views and preiletine e 

were data fit to draw useful conclusions from ere, as DeC 

iantious, more varied than if a8 had observed a hundred times ry had . ~ 

that vast herbaria, into which contributions from every source have ee ee 
for years, furnish a possible data,—at least are far better than a0Y 

e amou sonal herborization,—for the comparative en 

of related forms ett over wide tracts of territory. But as the ce 

* A name which, at the close of his poker, Rn ors e proposes for the study | 4 

the succession of organized nena, 20 mprehend, therefore, palaontoiy and 

ponmaaa under what is called i ‘eal and zoology,—the whole lor = 

parallel to hi sta 
sais ta former, to that of nized beings, as respects origin, 

«We [with the word, notwithstanding the eee 
} ontology, the science of being, has an hive 

existence,—i, ¢., is a synonym or ® deparieen 
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rials increase, “ do the difficulties. Forms, which appeared totally dis- 
tinct, approach or blend peri indermediate gradations; charac 
stable in a Hnited number of instances or in a limited district, prove un- 
stable occasionally, or when observed o wider area ; and the prac- 
tieal question is forced v upon the iautaniasict reper. here is probably fixed 
and specific, and what is variant, pertaining to individual, variety or race? 

ation of these rich materials, certain characters were = oO * 2 a. as ae 

assignable reasons. Such characters, rse, are not specific, 
although many of them are such as would have been expected to be con- 
Stant in the same species, and are such as generally enter into specific defi- 
nitions. Variations of this ore ———s with his usual painstaking, 
classifies and tabulates, and ev resses numerically their frequene cy 
in certain species. The inl are - benagh well to view in a systematic 
enumeration,— 

(1.) Of characters “oe Frequently vary upon the same branch: over 
a dozen such are men 

2.) Of those re candied vary upon the same branch: a smaller 
number “ these are mentioned. 
(3.) Those so rare that they might be called monstrosities, 
Then he enumerates characters, ten in number, which he has never 

found to v ary on the same branch, and which, ws gree may ped be 

Species, even these characters must be taken with allowance. In 
havir.g first brought ge ss groups of the lowest order, those forms 
which varied upon the same ock, he next had to combine similarly 
Various forms which, though de found associated upon the same branch, 
Were thoroughly blended by intermediate degrees. 

“The ooh ‘oups (varieties uh races g thus co ted, T have given 
the rank of speci i to ih e groups next abo ee suebe. which aiffer | in other 
i.e., either in characters which were not found united upon ee individuals, 
or in those which do not show transitions from one individual] to For 
the Oaks of regions sufficiently kip the mri thus formed te vate — 

ich factory bases, of he proof can be furnished. It is quite otherwise 
those which are represented in our herbaria fone single or few specimens. These 
are provisi species,—specie ich h er fall to the rank of simple 

va- 

—— occurring inthe same genus or in the same family. For 
example, ean - are fact Sa aves Tler, Q. coccifera, Q. acutifolia, &c., 
have the leay metimes entire and sometimes toothed upon the same | branch, 

e i rom one tree to another, I mi a hag ag ag my 
nsis to Q. Sartorii of ego vonage since these two differ only in 

their entire or ‘hate toothed ieties From the fact that the length of the 
peduncle varies in Q. Robur and d many poy ‘Oaks 1 might have combined 

Seemannii not admitted these Q. ii Liebm., w saliciflia Née. I have 
inductions, but have sri proof in n each particular case, Many 
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species are thus left as provisional; but in proceeding thus, the progress of 
the science will - more regular, and the AT less dependent upon the 
caprice or the retical opinions of each auth 

This is safe si to a certain degree ude, no doubt, as respects pub- 

he cannot conne nat ocular proof with a near relative, from which it 

differs only in particulars which he sees are pao in better known 

species of the same group? We suppos But if so, little improve- 
ment for the future upon the state of cee revealed in the following 

parapraph can be expected. 
Gene the ass state of our knowledge, after having seen nearly all the 

specimens, and in some species as many as 200 representatives from 

different localities, : eee that, out of the 300 species of Cupulifer 
will be the Prodromus, opera t least are provisional aeons 

country, or a saly de de: sribed it is difficult to believe that above on 

of the actual phcns in botanical works will remain unchanged.” 

_Such being the results am ii want of ade nae Bile how 
ej ga 

aceon with that of other botaniate of daar experience, ihe 

“They are mistaken,” he pointedly asserts, “ who repeat that 
doubtful spe 

ies are in a feeble minority. This seemed to be true, so "long a8 a eke 

Sibscetistiabs forms flow in, and doubts as to specific limits augment.” k 

DeCandolle insists, indeed, i this connection, that the higher the ran: 

of the groups, the more definite their limitation, or, 1 trietly 

fewer the am ign ous or doubtful forms ; ; that genera are ie are 

3 to very yw ae intermediate forms to light, p siete wee bot- 
“ one syste tematist. ‘They are mistaken,” we think more than y 7 oie and a 

anist will say, “ who repeat that he ete part of our natura tl lin 
tr ibes are absolutely limited,” however we may agree iy Jess com" 

up 

this pone feity of aes groups, iaciiiee, is rather A 
On the other hand, that varieties should be less re 
ws from the very terms employed. They are ranked 
lar ae Yat ust because of their less definiteness. _ 


